While the transition to a new space may be
daunting, relying on Karen to make it less
so with her interior design expertise and
her sensitivity to your living style will make

> RENEW YOUR PERSONAL SPACE
WITH MODERN DAY DOWNSIZING <

the move a better experience.

DESIGN SERVICES
Space planning
Kitchen and bath design

As one of her long-time clients said:

“Everybody needs a Karen”.

Whole house remodeling
Color and Material selection

Karen Ellentuck founded Ellentuck Interiors, a Seattle-based

Furniture selection and design

interior design firm working in residential and commercial

Custom cabinetry

design in 1991.

Tile design
Lighting design

An award-winning interior designer, Karen uses her design

Window treatments

skills to create custom spaces—selecting fine furniture,

Artwork, and accessory consultation

fabrics, tile, lighting and other materials through her

Media rooms

access to numerous resources, both locally and nationally.
Her residential work has included projects ranging from

PURCHASING SERVICES

individual rooms to 10,000 square-foot custom homes to

Specification

multi-family condominiums.

Purchase orders
Installation
5030 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH, SUITE 300
SEATTLE, WA 98134
P 206 322 3367 F 206 860 2122
WWW.ELLENTUCKINTERIORS.COM
KAREN@ELLENTUCKINTERIORS.COM

> rooms with your view <

> RENEW YOUR PERSONAL SPACE
W I T H MODERN DAY DOWNSIZING <

IMAGINE A FRESH START
Shifting from a life of many decades in a single family residence to a condominium is a complex transition.
Adapting your furnishings to a new space can be a formidable challenge. Ellentuck Interiors can assist
you with all the details and provide you with a home which provides comfort, renewal, and suits your new
lifestyle and activities.
In the practice of interior design for nearly 20 years, Karen Ellentuck has mastered the art of space
planning. She possesses an ability to develop the best furniture layout within all four walls of a room to
create a functional and aesthetic arrangement for your furnishings so the potential of your new space is
realized.

are you moving?
DOWNSIZING FROM A HOUSE TO A
CONDOMINIUM?

FACE YOUR MOVING CHALLENGES
WITH A PROFESSIONAL INTERIOR DESIGNER

LIVING WELL IN YOUR NEW HOME

Along with home furnishing decisions, Karen also tackles

you with one or all of these services:

Here is a little bit about our process. We are happy to help

other questions you may be asking yourself relating to your

Karen effectively provides an answer to that
overriding question: Will my existing belongings fit into
my new space and how should they be arranged?

new space:

how it can be best transplanted to the new space, what
• How can I organize the allotted storage space to
maximize its use?

Are you asking yourself this question and
many more? We invite you to call us for a
complimentary phone consultation where we will
establish how we can help.

• What new furniture and furnishings do I add to take full
advantage of my living spaces?
• Do I need to add built-in cabinetry for storage and
display?
• Where do I hang my artwork?
• What window coverings will I use considering the need
for privacy, light control, and decoration?
• How do I set-up my home office?

KAREN ELLENTUCK, ASID

• Assess your current living arrangement and determine
will remain and what might need a new home.
• Present appealing options for new furnishings, lighting,
and window coverings – to enhance the livability of your
new space
• Provide design services for closet storage, custom
cabinetry, and lighting
• Provide room layouts for specialty areas, such as your
home office or media room
• Place and have artwork installed appropriately in your
new space with the aid of a professional

email karen@ellentuckinteriors.com
telephone 206 322-3367

> experience a renewal <

